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Abstract 

 

Redefining Three Old Saxon Prepositions 

 

 

 

 

Thomas Adams LaBorde Jr, MA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2010 

 

Supervisor:  Marc Pierce 

 

This paper expands upon the work done by Cathey (2002) in his Hêliand: Text 

and Commentary by examining three Old Saxon prepositions defined in his glossary as 

“prepositions with various meanings.”  By examining the contexts in which these 

prepositions occur and the substantial body of German scholarship on the issue, in 

particular Sehrt (1925), Sievers (1878), and Behaghel (1897), as well as English 

translations such as Murphy (1992) and Scott (1966), sets of possible English glosses for 

each of these three prepositions can be established.   
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Redefining Three Old Saxon Prepositions 

1. Introduction 

 While there are several shorter texts including baptismal vows, prayers and part of 

the book of Genesis, much of the surviving Old Saxon corpus is preserved in the 5,983 

lines of the Hêliand,1 a gospel harmony written in alliterative verse.  Composed 

anonymously during the first half of the ninth century, it represents part of a greater effort 

to convert the Saxons to Christianity (Cathey 2002:9).  The Saxons had remained one of 

the last, large, unconverted peoples in western Europe and presented a unique challenge 

in the Church’s attempts to Christianize the Germanic tribes of western Europe, as they 

were a confederation of smaller groups, and not a single unified tribe (Cathey 2002:9).  

As a result, the conversion of the Saxons by force, undertaken by Charlemagne, was a 

long and bloody process, lasting some thirty years in the late eighth century (Cathey 

2002:9).  The composition of the Hêliand, which likely took place years after 

Charlemagne’s last military action against the Saxons, presented its own unique 

challenges as well (Cathey 2002:12).   

 The Hêliand is preserved in a handful of manuscripts of varying age and size.  M 

in Munich and C in the British Museum are the most complete and are the primary 

sources used in editing together the complete Hêliand text (Cathey 2002:23).  That being 

said, any serious study of the Hêliand cannot do without Sievers’ (1878) edition of the 

text, which places M and C next to each other for easy comparison.  The other 

                                                             
1 This title, meaning ‘savior’, was first given to the work by J. A. Schmeller in his 1830 edition of the text 
(Cathey 2002:3). 
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manuscripts are P in Prague from around 850, which contains lines 958-1006 on a single 

leaf; V at the Vatican, which contains lines 1279-1358 in addition to excerpts from the 

Old Saxon Genesis and is from the late ninth century; and S, which is in poor condition 

due to its use in binding a copy of the Weltchronik, but contains some 25 lines between 

lines 351 and 722 of the Hêliand and was composed around 850 (Cathey 2002:24).  The 

last known manuscript L, mentioned by Cathey as likely being lost somewhere in the 

library at Leipzig, was actually rediscovered not long after and is discussed by Rauch 

(2006) as well as Schmid (2006).   

These manuscripts provide a latest possible date of composition for the work, but 

establishing a more exact date for the work depends also on the Latin Praefatio et Versus.  

The Praefatio has never been found physically attached to a Hêliand manuscript, but 

“there is internal and external evidence that the two at one time were connected” (Cathey 

2002:21).  Most interesting with regard to establishing a date of composition for the 

Hêliand is an excerpt which connects the commissioning of the work with Augustus, 

commonly thought to be Louis the Pious, who ruled from 813-840 (Cathey 2002:21).  It 

would seem 830 is a reasonable estimation for the work’s date of composition; however, 

other scholars have pointed out that Louis the Pious’s son, Louis the German, was also 

called Augustus in the year of his birth, which would potentially push the date of 

composition back if the Praefatio is referring to the latter Louis.2   

                                                             
2 Cathey (2002:21) notes that this is unlikely, as the manuscripts dated around 850 would preclude a later 
composition date for the work.  
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There were obvious and significant cultural barriers to overcome in presenting the 

story of Christ, who advocates nonviolent conflict resolution, to a tribe of people who 

place great value on physical strength and prestige in battle (Murphy 1992:xiii).  It is 

clear from the text itself that the author was well aware of these cultural misalignments 

and went to great efforts to make the text more appealing to his audience without 

compromising its core theological message.  As Murphy (1992:xv) notes, the author does 

not simply use Saxon words to describe Christian concepts, nor does he rely entirely on 

Latin borrowings.  He uses Old Saxon uuiha ‘temple’ instead of Latin tempal for 

example, which would seem to indicate an effort to make the text more relatable to his 

Saxon audience.  On the other hand, he uses Latin Pascha ‘Passover’ instead of using 

Germanic ostar.  There was clearly some thought that went into word choice when 

dealing with unfamiliar concepts.  Perhaps most illustrative of the sorts of difficulties the 

author faced is the fact that Old Saxon has no native word corresponding to Latin 

humilitas, and so the author must find ways to work around these differences, keeping the 

work theologically sound while maintaining the interest of his audience (Cathey 

2002:13).  This also brings up an issue for Hêliand scholars, who must decide in their 

interpretations or translations exactly how much the author was attempting to 

“germanify” his Gospel harmony.  Murphy (1992:xiv) addresses this issue, specifically in 

reference to the suffix –burg, which the author added to place names to make them more 

Germanic sounding: 
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For example, the poet often uses burg to Saxonize biblical place names such as 
Nazarethburg, Bethlehemaburg, and so forth.  If one follows a principle of philological 
similarity in translation, these places become, in English, ‘Nazarethburg, 
Bethlehemburg,’ or ‘Nazarethborough, Bethlehemborough.’  I think that such a 
translation does not tell the modern reader what the poet was doing.  One must ask the 
question what a Saxon burg looked like…A Saxon burg was a hill-fort…I have thus 
translated Nazarethburg, for example, as ‘hill-fort Nazareth,’ or ‘Fort Nazareth’ (Murphy 
1992:xiv). 
 
Whether Murphy’s answer to the question is correct remains debatable, but the 

question is one that every Hêliand scholar faces in interpreting the work. 

James Cathey’s 2002 Hêliand: Text and Commentary provides a means for those 

who do not speak German to engage with the Hêliand.  In his introduction Cathey 

expresses his desire to create an all-inclusive text, meaning not that the Hêliand is 

presented in its entirety, but rather that a student of Old Saxon would find everything they 

need to work through the text within this single volume.  In particular, he states that his 

glossary “improves on its predecessors in that definitions are more accurate and for the 

first time given in English” (Cathey 2002:1).3  The glossary is quite extensive, as 

alternate spelling and even inflected verbs that differ significantly from their infinitives 

are given their own separate entries.  It is therefore surprising that the reader is greeted 

with a definition that reads simply “prep with various meanings” when looking up three 

particular prepositions in Cathey’s glossary (Cathey 2002:297).  It is stranger still 

considering that Cathey's earlier grammar of Old Saxon (Cathey 2000) suggested 

definitions for all three prepositions. 

                                                             
3 Berr’s (1971) An Etymological Glossary to the Old Saxon Heliand also contains English glosses in 
addition to German ones.  Perhaps Cathey here is referring to his style of handbook, not just glossaries in 
general. 
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 Prepositions can be exceptionally tricky to translate for a number of reasons.  

Looking up German bei in Langenscheidt, for instance, gives seven English prepositions 

as having, at least in some instances, the same meaning as bei.  Likewise, looking up at, 

the first English preposition given as a possible definition for bei, gives more than ten 

possible German glosses.  When speaking strictly in a spatial sense, there are an infinite 

number of potential relationships between two given objects.  As it would be highly 

impractical for a language to develop a prepositional system capable of representing each 

of these relationships with its own, unique preposition, languages make concessions, 

assigning prepositions to relations or groups of relations between objects with varying 

degrees of granularity.  One example of this is English on as compared to German auf 

and an, both meaning ‘on’.  The German prepositional system makes a distinction 

between objects an ‘on’ a vertical surface versus those auf ‘on’ a horizontal one, thus 

giving das Foto hängt an der Wand ‘the photo hangs on the wall’ but das Buch liegt auf 

dem Tisch ‘the book is lying on the table.’  This can become problematic when one 

considers the gray areas in between the perfectly vertical and perfectly horizontal.   

Due to this lack of one to one correspondences between prepositions in various 

languages, one could argue that any attempt to translate these three Old Saxon 

prepositions, or any prepositions for that matter, is futile.4  This is a perfectly reasonable 

assertion, to an extent.  Upon achieving a certain mastery of a given language, it makes 

little sense to look up prepositions as their precise meaning will invariably depend on 

                                                             
4 In fact, when this paper was presented at the Berkeley Germanic Linguistics Roundtable in April 2010, 
Dr. Anatoly Liberman made exactly this assertion. 
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context.  That said, German er sitzt am Tisch 'he sits at the table' and er sitzt auf dem 

Tisch 'he sits on the table' vary significantly in their meaning, even though the only 

difference is the preposition.  Without a basic understanding of the possible meanings of 

each of these prepositions, a student with limited knowledge of German would have 

trouble discerning the meanings of these phrases.  And this is precisely what Cathey’s 

handbook aims to achieve.  It is an introduction to the Old Saxon language, and as such it 

is desirable for his glosses of prepositions to point the reader in the right direction, even if 

it is not practical to list every possible English translation.   

 Though Cathey’s handbook is the first of its kind in English, there were numerous 

German scholars before him who put forth their analyses of the Hêliand and its language.  

The Hêliand did not become an object of serious study among German philologists until 

the nineteenth century when Schmeller published the first edition of the text and gave it 

the title Hêliand (Cathey 2002:1).  Schmeller’s (1840) edition of the text includes 

sections on grammar as well as a glossary, most of which is written in Latin.  He does 

occasionally provide German glosses, as is the case with OS an, which he glosses as “in, 

an, auf, zu, bey, von” (Schmeller 1840:6).  Sievers’ (1877) edition presents the two 

primary manuscripts, M and C, side by side for comparison.  Sievers does not supply a 

glossary, but his edition does include extensive sections on synonymy and syntax; 

however, he does not deal with prepositions on an individual basis the way some later 

Hêliand scholars do.  Behaghel’s (1882) edition, which, as Cathey (2002:ix) notes, is the 

standard edition of the text, includes a glossary which provides German glosses for all of 

the Old Saxon prepositions.  Also worthy of note is Behaghel’s (1897) Die Syntax des 
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Hêliand, which gives detailed descriptions of all Old Saxon prepositions along with 

citations from the text itself.   Holthausen’s (1921) Altsächsisches Elementarbuch 

provides a concise, yet detailed description of each Old Saxon preposition, organizing 

them by the cases they assign.  Where previous scholars gave just a list of German 

glosses, sometimes followed by short citations from the text, Holthausen also breaks 

down each individual preposition into its different senses. 

As detailed as Holthausen is, his half page entry on an is dwarfed by Eduard H. 

Sehrt’s eighteen page description.  Like his predecessors, Sehrt offers a list of German 

glosses for all three prepositions at the focus of this paper.  He also lists cognates in a 

variety of other Germanic languages like Gothic and Old Frisian before giving a list of 

German glosses.  The excerpts from the Hêliand are then categorized according to the 

context in which they appear.  It would seem that Sehrt has striven not just to choose a 

few especially illustrative examples, but to catalog every instance of an in the Hêliand 

and which manuscripts it appears in when it does not appear in all the manuscripts known 

at the time.  His entries for the other two prepositions to be discussed in this paper are 

equally detailed, and his attention to detail proves invaluable for discerning all the 

possible uses of these Old Saxon Prepositions. 

 This extensive library of existing German language scholarship concerning the 

Hêliand and German translations of the text by Genzmer (1948) and Stapel (1953) are put 

to use throughout this paper, although the usefulness of existing German scholarship has 

its limit as the research question concerns the best possible English translations for these 

three OS prepositions.  To this end, it is necessary to include not only Cathey’s work, but 
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English translations of the Hêliand as well, specifically those of Mariana Scott (1966) 

and G. Ronald Murphy (1992).  Also of note is Berr (1971) which provides English 

glosses for each of these prepositions, though Sehrt (1925) proves more useful due to the 

far more detailed entries.  By referring to these works along with the existing German 

scholarship and the Hêliand itself, it is possible to find acceptable English glosses for OS 

an, at and bi that, while not exhaustive, provide the student of OS with a starting point.  

To this end we start with the rarest of the three prepositions in question. 
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2. The Preposition at 

 The preposition at occurs sixty times in the Hêliand’s 5893 lines (Kessler 2002).  

While Cathey’s Hêliand glosses at as simply ‘prep with various meanings’ taking the 

dative, his earlier handbook describes it as taking either accusative or dative and gives the 

definitions ‘at, on, to’ (Cathey 2000:55).  It is worth noting, as Cathey does, that much of 

his data with regard to OS prepositions comes from Holthausen (1921).  Holthausen also 

lists at as taking both accusative and dative and gives as German glosses in, an, zu, auf, 

and bei (Holthausen 1921:186).  Also worth noting is that many of the sections of the 

Hêliand that include instances of the preposition at are not included in Cathey’s edition.  

Fortunately, the case for at is a relatively simple one as it appears in only a few contexts 

that repeat themselves throughout the poem. 

 Translators of the Hêliand into English can often leave Old Saxon at just as it is, 

as it often has the same meaning as English ‘at’, describing something as being in or near 

a certain location.  It occurs seven times with uuîha ‘temple’, including once as part of 

the compound friðuuuîha, also meaning ‘temple’ and once with the synonym alaha, 

always with the dative.  Below is a representative example with a line by line literal 

translation and both Murphy and Scott’s English translations. 
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Figure 2.1 

C M 
463 … Thar fundun sea enna guodan man 

‘There found they a good man 
464  aldan an them alahe, adalboranan, 

old at the temple nobleborn 
465  thie haƀda an them uuihe so filo uuintro  

who had at the temple so many winters  
endi sumaro 
and summers 

466  gilibd an them leohta:… 
 lived in the light’ 
 

463 … Thar fundun sea enna godan man 
 
464 aldan at them alaha, adalboranan, 
 
465 the habda at them uuiha so filu uuintro  
 

endi sumaro 
 
466 gilibd an them liohta 
 

 
At the shrine they found a good, old man of noble birth at the altar.  He had lived many of 
the winters and summers of his life at the shrine… (Murphy 1992:19). 
 
There they found them a good man, / An old one, hard by the altar  aethling-born he  / 
So many summers and winters had he spent in the temple, / Lived in the light… (Scott 
1966:15). 

 
Here we see that the manuscripts do not agree as to which preposition is being used here.  

C uses an all the way through, while M uses at when the object is the alaha or uuiha, 

both meaning ‘temple’, but an for liohta ‘light’.  Behaghel sides with M in this case in his 

edition.  Indeed this type of variation is not at all uncommon for at and an.  Sehrt 

(1925:36) tells us that this kind of variation also happens in lines 4632, 2989, 4505, 4216, 

530, 462, 909, 643, 4486, 2430, 2988, and 1780, with line 643 being the only instance in 

which M has an but C has at.  Every other time a discrepancy occurs, M favors at over 

an.   

There are a few possible explanations for this variation between manuscripts.  

Variation between at and an in similar contexts within the same manuscript would 

suggest a degree of overlap in meaning between the two, and indeed in this case either 

preposition would make sense, but variation between M and C suggests that the problem 

is scribal.  It is entirely possible that given the ubiquity of an in the text as compared to 
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at,5 the scribe for C mistakenly wrote an because it is so much more common than at.  By 

the same token, M’s tendency to use at over an in these instances seems deliberate, not 

only because at is far less common, but also because it is done with such consistency.  

Only once does M favor an where C has at.  The other eleven times this occurs, almost 

one fifth of the total instances of at in the entire poem, M has at.  

Assuming that M is correct here and the desired preposition was indeed at, 

Murphy glosses both instances of Old Saxon at as ‘at’.  Scott, on the other hand, chooses 

‘by’ instead of ‘at’ for the first instance and ‘in’ for the second.  Both of these variations 

do little to change the meaning of this particular passage.  By choosing to gloss uuîha as 

‘temple,’ Scott provides the image of some kind of enclosed building; thus ‘in’ makes 

just as much sense as ‘at,’ since there is nothing in the text to support the idea that the 

man was waiting outside of the uuîha and not within.  English ‘shrine,’ on the other hand, 

does not necessarily evoke an enclosed structure, so the use of ‘in’ might be too specific.  

In fact Murphy (1992:xv) addresses this very word, noting that the choice of uuîha 

instead of the Latin borrowing tempal seems a deliberate attempt on the author’s part to 

make the poem seem more relatable to the Saxons, who did not have temples like those 

described in the New Testament.  Arguments about the proper translation for uuîha aside, 

this sort of flexibility does not preclude the formulation of a sort of standard or basic 

gloss for the preposition at.  The overlap between English ‘at, in, by’ in this particular 

context would be obvious to a native speaker.  Thus providing only ‘at’ in a glossary 

entry is more than adequate to cover this type of construction. 

                                                             
5 Old Saxon an occurs over twenty times more often than Old Saxon at in the Hêliand (Kessler 2002). 
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Most of the examples of this ‘at the temple’ construction occur within the first six 

fits of the text before the Christ child is visited by the Magi; however, many of the other 

instances of at later in the text follow the same pattern:  at hûs ‘at home’ in lines 2119,6 

2150, 2704, and 3772, at is/iro selðun ‘at his/their dwelling’ in lines 643 and 909 

respectively, and at…gômuni ‘at…banquet’ in lines 2002, 2045, 2052, 2060, 3332, 4505, 

and 4632.  There is certainly significant overlap between Old Saxon at and English ‘at’ in 

this regard.   

 The preposition at also has a few other common uses that translate relatively 

easily into English.  One such example is the common phrase at êrist ‘at first,’ which is 

the only occurrence of at with the accusative (Holthausen 1921:186).  This phrase occurs 

six times in the text in lines 455, 3426, 3430, 3435, 3870 and 4819, making up ten 

percent of the total instances of at.  The phrase at laztan ‘at last’ occurs once in line 5070, 

and at handun ‘at hand’ or some variation thereof, used idiomatically to convey the 

eminence of some event, occurs twice in lines 4619 and 4778.  Again, all of these senses 

of Old Saxon at fit Cathey’s 2000 definition perfectly. 

 However, upon closer examination it seems that at has other uses as well, as the 

following passage shows.   

 

 

 

 

                                                             
6 Here the phrase is actually at mînumu hûs ‘at my home.’ 
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Figure 2.2 

C M 
4950 … Stuod allaro thegno besta, 

‘Stood of all followers best 
4951  Petrus thar ute: ni liet ina thar portun 

uuard 
Peter there outside:  not let him the portal 
gaurd 

4952  folgon is frohon, er it at is friunde abad, 
follow his lord, before it PREP his friend 
requested 

4953  Iohannes at enon Iuđeon, that man ina 
gangan liet 
John PREP a Jew, that man him go let 

4954  forth an thena friđhof. 
  forth into the forecourt. 
 

4950 … Stod allaro thegno bezto, 
‘Stood of all followers best 

4951  Petrus thar ute: ni let ina the portun uuard 
Peter there outside:  not let him the portal 
gaurd 

4952  folgon is froen, er it at is friunde abad, 
follow his lord, before it PREP his friend 
requested 

4953  Iohannes at enumu Iudeon, that man ina 
gangan let 
John PREP a Jew, that man him go let 

4954  ford an thene fridhof. 
  forth into the forecourt. 
 

 
Peter, the best of all thanes, stood outside.  The guard at the gate would not let him follow 
his lord until John asked a friend, one of the Jews, to let Peter come on into the courtyard 
(Murphy 1992:163). 
 
… but the best of all thanes, / Peter, still stood outside.  The portal’s warder would not 
permit him / To follow His Lord, till he begged a friend, / Until John begged of a Jew to 
let Peter go / Forth to the foreyard (Scott 1966:169). 
 

 
In this case, there is no readily apparent translation for at.  The verb abiddian can, 

according to Cathey’s glossary, mean ‘to request, ask for.’  Here the best translation 

seems to be simply ‘ask’, which at least in this case requires the preposition at to denote 

the person being asked and a subordinate clause marked by that to denote that which is 

being asked of someone.  It is also possible to translate at as ‘of’ here, as Scott does, 

though the result is somewhat stilted.  Sehrt (1925:36) also cites this example, suggesting 

German von ‘of, from,’ which would seem to support the English gloss ‘of’.  This is then 

a special case calling for separate consideration.7   

                                                             
7 It should also be noted in either the entry for at or abiddian that the preposition at can mark the object of 
abiddian and has no equivalent in English. 
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 This is not the only problematic occurrence of at in the poem.  It also often occurs 

in conjunction with thar ‘there, where’, and is used to emphasize thar or fill out the meter 

of the line.  In these cases at again has no good translation, as is seen in the following 

example: 

Figure 2.3 

C M 
5915  Maria uuas that Magdalena --, uuas iro 

muodgithaht, 
Mary was that Magdalene --, was her 
emotion 

5916  seƀo mid sorogon [sero] giblandan,  ne 
uuissa huarod siu sokian scolda 
spirit with worries mixed, not know where 
she seek should 

5917  thena herron, thar iro uuarun at thia helpa 
gilanga. 
the lord, where her were at the help ready 

 

 
These lines are missing from M. 

 
…it was Mary Magdalene.  The thoughts of her heart, her feelings, were in turmoil 
because of sorrow.  She had no idea where to look for her lord or where she could get His 
help (Murphy 1992:195). 
 
It was Mary Magdelan – the thoughts of her mind, Of her soul were seized with sorrow, 
nor knew she where she should seek Him, / The Lord who would grant her help (Scott 
1966:203).  
 

Here both translations omit at.  The alternative gives an unacceptable English translation:  

*nor knew she where she should seek Him at.  This is confirmed by Sehrt (1925:36), who 

notes this same example, giving as a German translation sie wußte nicht wo sie den Herrn 

suchen sollte, bei dem ihr Hilfe bereit war ['She did not know where she should seek the 

Lord, by whom her help was ready'].  Old Saxon thar…at here corresponds in both 

German and English to a single preposition. 

 The preposition at can also mean mean ‘from,’ particularly when paired with 

verbs of receiving.  This pattern is noted by Sehrt (1925:36), who glosses Old Saxon at 
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“bei Verbis des Nehmens, Empfangens, Bittens und Lernens” ['with verbs of taking, 

receiving, requesting and learning'] as von ’of, from’.  The issue of at as ‘of, from’ in the 

case of verbs of request, specifically abiddian, has been dealt with above and resulted in 

at being left out of any English translation.  Verbs of taking and receiving present a 

different pattern. 

Figure 2.4 

C M 
5142 … Pilatus antfeng 
 Pilate received 
5143  at them uuamscathon uualdandes barn, 
 from the malefactors the child of God 
5144  sundia losen…   
 of sin free 
 

5142 … Pilatus antfeng 
 Pilate received 
5143  at them uuamscadun uualdandes barn, 
 from the malefactors the child of God 
5144  sundea losen…   
 of sin free 

 
 
Pilate received the Ruler’s Son, the One who had committed no sin, from the treacherous 
injurers (Murphy 1992:170). 
 
Pilate received the Wielder’s Bairn from the wicked sinners, received Him, the Sinless 
(Scott 1966:176). 
 

The only acceptable translation here is ‘from,’ which again contradicts Cathey’s (2000) 

glosses.  Using ‘on’ or ‘to,’ giving “Pilate received the Wielder’s Bairn on/to the wicked 

sinners” does not make sense in English.  The other option, ‘at,’ makes slightly more 

sense, if as in the example above, Pilate and the wicked sinners are understood to be at 

the same place. The use of ‘from’ lines up well with the gloss provided by Sehrt 

(1925:36).   

There are two other examples of this particular pattern in lines 3483 and 3514 

where lôn ‘reward’ and geld ‘wages’ are received at gode ‘from God.’  The pattern also 

holds in English for verbs of taking: 
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Figure 2.5 

C M 
1843 … iac hie im selƀo gibod, 
 and he them himself commanded 
1844  that sia at enigon man meda ni namin, 
 that they from any man reward not take 
1845  diuria methmos: … 
 precious jewels 
 

1843 … giac he im selbo gebod, 
 and he them himself commanded 
1844  that sie at enigumu manne mede ne namin, 
 that they from any man reward not take 
1845  diurie medmos: … 
 precious jewels 

 
 
He also commanded them Himself, that they were not to accept payment from any person 
for this, no precious jewels (Murphy 1992:63). 
 
…and he bade them, too, / Never to garner money from any man, / Or take treasured pay 
(Scott 1966:62). 
 

In these instances Old Saxon at performs a function best expressed in English as ‘from.’  

Again worth noting is that several of these instances do not appear in the excerpts 

selected for Cathey’s (2002) Hêliand; however, it is still beneficial for the student to have 

access to this information.  A revised version of Cathey’s glossary would benefit 

therefore from noting this particular pattern. 

 There is also at least one instance of at being used to mean ‘in,’ though this 

passage also presents the possibility of overlap between at and an: 

Figure 2.6 

C M 
3159 …Thuo eft     them   mannon uuarth 
 then again to the men       became 
3160  hugi        at iro   herten endi gihelid muod, 
 thoughts in their hearts and   healed spirit 
3161  gibada an iro    brioston… 
 solace  in  their breasts… 
 

3159 …Tho eft     them   mannun uuard 
 then again to the men       became 
3160  hugi        at iro   herton endi gihelid mod, 
 thoughts in their hearts and   healed spirit 
3161  gibade an iro    breostun… 
 solace  in  their breasts… 

 
 
Then the men again came back to their senses, their courage restored, confidence in their 
chests (Murphy 1992:103). 
 
Then the men’s spirits / in their hearts were healed, / and healed were their minds; / in 
their breasts there was comfort (Scott 1966:108).   
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Here both Scott and Murphy render at as ‘in’ in line 3160, and an gets the same gloss in 

an almost identical construction in the very next line.  The reasons for the Hêliand poet’s 

use of two different prepositions in these two adjacent lines are unclear.  As discussed 

earlier, there is sometimes some an/at alternation between M and C, but here they both 

agree that the passage should read at iro herten ‘in their hearts’ but an iro breostun ‘in 

their breasts.’  Perhaps this is scribal error in both texts, or perhaps there was a certain 

amount of free variation between the two in Old Saxon.   

The final instance of at deviating from Cathey’s (2000) gloss occurs in the 

following passage: 

Figure 2.7 

C M 
2154 …Thuo sagda heƀancuninge, 

Then said to the king of heaven 
2155  the ambahtman alouualdon gode 

the servant to the all-ruling God 
2156  thanc for thero thioda, thes hie im at 

sulicon tharbon halp. 
 thanks before the people, that he him with 

such needs helped. 
 

2154 …Tho sagde hebencuninge, 
Then said to the king of heaven 

2155  the ambahtman alouualdon gode 
the servant to the all-ruling God 

2156  thanc for thero thiodo, thes he imu at 
sulicun tharbun halp. 

 thanks before the people, that he him with 
such needs helped. 
 

 
The officer then said his thanks to the Heaven-King, to the all-ruling God, in front of the 
people for helping him with such a problem. (Murphy 1992:71) 
 
Then to the Heaven-King, / To the All-Wielding Child of God the centurion gave thanks / 
Before all the folk for this, that He had helped him thus in his anguish (Scott 1966:73). 
 

Scott here translates tharƀun as ‘anguish’ instead of ‘lack’.  Sehrt and Behaghel both 

define the verb as entbehren ‘to lack,’ which matches Cathey’s gloss.  As a result Scott is 

able to use a slightly different formulation with English in.  Using Cathey’s gloss, the 

man here is thanking Christ for helping him at ‘with’ his tharƀun ‘needs.’  It seems that 

at is one of the prepositions, along with uuiðar ‘against’ that can be used with helpan ‘to 
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help’.  This appears to be the only instance of at used in this context in the Hêliand.  

Further study of the entire Old Saxon corpus would be required to determine if this is part 

of a larger pattern.8  

                                                             
8 A definitive answer may well be unattainable, but expanding the study of at to the entire Old Saxon 
corpus would help.   
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3. The Preposition bi 

 The second most common of the three ambiguous prepositions discussed here, bi 

occurs sixty four times in the poem.  Behaghel (1903:197) notes the alternate spelling be 

and gives the definition:  “praep. mit Dat., bezeichnet locale Nähe, Mittel, Grund; mit 

Acc. von (= über), während.  bi thiu, deswegen. bi hwî, weswegen.” [Preposition with 

dative, denotes local proximity, means, reason; … bi thiu, therefore. bi hwî, why].  It can 

also be used with the accusative with verbs of speaking to mean ‘about’ or in the phrase 

be that to mean ‘during’ (Holthausen 1921:187).  Cathey (2000:55) defines bi as ‘by,’ 

and this translation is often satisfactory, as in the following passage: 

Figure 3.1 

C M 
216 … ‘Hier quam gibod godes’, quat siu, 
 ‘here came the commandment of god’, said 

she 
217 ‘fernun iara, formon uuordu, 
 previous year, the word of the leader 
218 gibod, that hie Iohannes bi godes lerun 
 commanded that he John by teachings of 

God 
219 hetan scoldi. 
 be called should. 
 

216 … ‘Her quam gibod godes’, quad siu, 
 ‘here came the commandment of god’, 

said she 
217 ‘fernun gere, furmon uuordu, 
 previous year, the word of the leader 
218 gibod, that he Iohannes bi godes lerun 
 commanded that he John by teachings of 

God 
219 hetan scoldi. 
 be called should. 

 
 
Soon thereafter the mother of the child spoke, the one who had borne the child as a baby 
in her womb: “A solemn command came here last year from God,” she said, “a solemn 
command that by God’s instruction he was to be called John” (Murphy 1992:11). 
 
Then the child’s mother did straightway speak.  She who had borne him did say / With 
the babe on her lap:  “Last year God’s bidding Did come unto us, commanded with words 
of great weight / That he be called John, according to the teaching of God (Scott 1966:7). 
 

Here bi is used adverbially and is could also be glossed as ‘according to,’ as Scott does.  

This particular pattern with bi occurs several times throughout the poem.  The phrase bi 

godes lêrun ‘according to God’s teachings’ occurs again in line 949, and there are 
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phrases like bi namon ‘by name’ that fit this same sense in lines 257, 1255, 4237, and 

5929. 

 The preposition bi also appears in contexts consistent with English ‘by’ in the 

sense ‘by means of’ or ‘because of, as a result of’ in examples such as: 

Figure 3.2 

C M 
621 … ‘So is an usson buokon giscriƀan, 
 thus is in our books written 
622 uuislico giuuritan, so it uuarsagon, 
 wisely written, as the prophets, 
623 suitho glauua gumon bi godes crafte 
 very wise men by the strength of God 
624 filuuuiso mann furn gispracun, 
 very wise men before spoke  

621 … ‘So is an usun bokun giscriban, 
 thus is in our books written 
622 uuislico giuuritan, so it uuarsagon, 
 wisely written, as the prophets, 
623 suuido glauua gumon bi godes crafta 
 very wise men by the strength of God 
624 filuuuise man furn gispracun, 

 very wise men before spoke  
 
It has been put down thus in our books, wisely written, just as the soothsayers, very 
intelligent and learned men, spoke long ago by the power of God: … (Murphy 1992:24). 
 
So ‘tis writ in our books / And wisely inscribed, as the truth-sayers, / Those full wise 
sages, have spoken it further: … (Scott 1966:20).  

 
Here Scott leaves out the prepositional phrase entirely for reasons that remain unclear.  

One alternative gloss in this case is ‘through’, giving ‘through the strength of God,’ but 

given the obvious relation between bi and English ‘by’, and that ‘by’ is a completely 

acceptable translation in this case, it seems that Cathey’s 2000 definition does not 

necessarily need revision thus far.  

 Then there is perhaps the more obvious spatial relation, for which bi and its 

English gloss ‘by’ can both mean ‘next to, near.’  There are numerous examples of this 

particular meaning in the poem, many of which describe some person as being in the 

vicinity of a body of water, as in the next example: 
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Figure 3.3 

C M 
1156 … Thar sea that frithubarn godes 

There they the child of God 
1157  bi thes seuues stađe selƀo gigruotta, 

by the sea stood himself greeted 
1158  hiet that sea im folgodin, … 

ordered that they him follow … 
 

1156 … Thar sie that fridubarn godes 
There they the child of God 

1157  bi thes sees stade selbo grotta, 
by the sea stood himself greeted 

1158  het that sie im folgodin, … 
ordered that they him follow …  

 
It was there on the seashore, that the Peace-Child of God Himself spoke to them and told 
them to follow Him (Murphy 1992:40). 
 
There first the Peace Bairn of God / Himself did greet them on the shores of the sea. / 
Hight that they follow Him… (Scott 1966:38). 

 
Murphy and Scott both deviate slightly from the Old Saxon in this particular passage.  

Their interpretation makes no real difference as far as the general sense of the passage is 

concerned, but it does allow a different preposition to come into play.  In a more literal 

translation, ‘by’ is the only real option, as ‘on the sea’ has a significantly different 

meaning9.  This, along with the ten other examples of similar constructions in lines 1127, 

1150, 1153, 1172, 1174, 1183, 1185, 1370, 2378 and 2386 using bi, firmly cement ‘by’ 

as one acceptable translation; however, there are some exceptions to this rule that would 

perhaps have caused Cathey to gloss bi more ambiguously in his 2002 text. 

 As with at before it, bi occasionally crops up in contexts that do not fit Cathey’s 

(2000) gloss, as illustrated by the following passage: 

                                                             
9 Murphy is able to use 'on' because he translates sees not as 'sea' but seashore', thereby maintaining the 
general meaning 'by the sea'. 
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Figure 3.4 

C M 
1667 … Huat, gi that be theson fuglon mugun 

Hark, you that from these birds can 
1668  uuarlico undaruuitan, thia hier an thesaro 

uueroldi sind, 
truly understand, that here in this world 
are, 

1669  farat an feđerhamon:… 
 flying in feather-shirts: … 
 

1667 … Huuat, gi that bi thesun fuglun mugun 
Hark, you that from these birds can 

1668  uuarlico undaruuitan, thea hir an thesoro 
uueroldi sint, 
truly understand, that here in this world 
are, 

1669  farad an feđarhamun:… 
 flying in feather-shirts: … 

 
 
Look, you can truly understand that from these birds here in this world.  They travel 
about in feather shirts, … (Murphy 1992:57). 
 
Why, by the winged birds / Ye may verily see it:  they that are in this world / Flitting 
about in their feather-dress… (Scott 1966:56). 

 
Here the only acceptable translation for bi is ‘from’ unless a different translation for 

undaruuitan ‘understand’ is given.  Scott does just that, choosing to gloss undaruuitan as 

‘see,’ which then allows her to translate bi as ‘by’; however, whenever a lesson is taught, 

it is said to be learned or understood from the teacher or example, in this case thesun 

fuglun. So barring an alternate translation for undaruuitan, ‘from’ remains the best option 

for translating bi.  The use of bi here cannot be attributed to alliteration.  In fact, fan 

‘from’ would have alliterated with fuglun ‘birds’, but the poet chose not to use it, which 

would seem to suggest that in Old Saxon, one understands by and not from a given noun 

phrase.   

 Lastly there are a few cases in which bi can best be glossed as ‘in’. 
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Figure 3.5 
C M 

4360 …so cumit thie dag mannon, 
thus comes the day to men 

4361  thie lezto theses liohtes, so it err thesa 
liudi ni uuitun, 
the last of this light, as it earlier these 
people did not know 

4362  so samo so thiu fluod deda an furndagon, 
just as the flood did in days gone by 

4363  thiu thar mid lagostromon liudi farterida 
that there with sea tides people destroyed 

4364  bi Noees tideon… 
in Noah’s times… 

 

4360 …so kumid the dag mannun, 
thus comes the day to men 

4361  the lazto theses liohtes, so it er these liudi 
ni uuitun, 
the last of this light, as it earlier these 
people did not know 

4362  so samo so thiu flod deda an furndagun, 
just as the flood did in days gone by 

4363  the thar mid lagustromun liudi farteride 
that there with sea tides people destroyed 

4364  bi Noeas tidiun… 
in Noah’s times… 
 

 
This is how that day will come to human beings, the last day of the light, with the people 
not knowing of it beforehand, just as the flood did long ago in Noah’s times… (Murphy 
1992:142) 
 
…so fareth that day to mankind, / The last of this light, so that the land-folk know it not 
before, / Even as was the flood once in former days, / Which destroyed mankind with its 
streams of water / In the time of Noah … (Scott 1966:149). 

 
Holthausen (1921:186) notes this particular example, giving German zu as the 

appropriate translation.  This one sense of bi does not correspond to English by.  As both 

Murphy’s and Scott’s translations of this particular passage show, this instance is 

undoubtedly best translated as ‘in’.  It is also not the only example of Old Saxon bi 

corresponding to English in, though none of the other examples deal with expressions of 

time.    

 Another case of Old Saxon bi corresponding to English in can be found in fit 55 

during the last supper when Christ calls his disciples.    
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Figure 3.6 

  C M 
4555 …hiet thar is gisithos te im 

[he] commanded there his companions to 
him 

4556  tuelifi gangan, thia im gitriuuistun 
twelve to go, who to him trusted 

4557  an iro muodseben manno uuarun 
in their mood men were 

4558  be uuordon endi bi uuisun:… 
in words and in ways 

 

4555 …het thar is gesidos te imu 
[he] commanded there his companions to 
him 

4556  tuelibi gangan, thea im gitriuuiston 
twelve to go, who to him trusted 

4557  an iro modsebon manno uuarun 
in their mood men were 

4558  bi uuordun endi bi uuisun:… 
in words and in ways 
 

 
He told the twelve warrior-companions who were the most loyal to him, in word and 
deed to come to him there (Murphy 1992:150). 
 
…and He bade his disciples / Come unto Him, the twelve who were truest to Him, / 
These men most loyal to Him in their minds / Both in words and in ways (Scott 
1966:156). 

 
There are several possible English prepositions to choose from here, though by is not one 

of them.  It seems that with, in, or even through would work in this instance depending on 

exactly how this passage is translated.  Again Holthausen (1921:186) notes this particular 

instrumental sense of bi as being a special case, suggesting German durch, mit, or bei.   

 Cathey’s (2000) gloss of bi as ‘by’ is incomplete.  The correspondence between 

the two is quite strong, and by represents an excellent starting point, but there are various 

instances where ‘by’ does not suffice, notably when dealing with expressions of time and 

occasionally when expressing means.  For these cases adding ‘in’ to the glossary entry 

for bi would essentially complete it.  Even in the other instances where another 

preposition is perhaps stylistically better, the leap from ‘by’ is not too great.   
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4. The Preposition an 

 The last of the three prepositions discussed here, an is also the most common, 

occurring some 1332 times in the poem, or more than once in every five lines of the 

Hêliand (Kessler 2002).  Consequently, a full treatment of this particular preposition is 

significantly more involved.  Behaghel’s (1903:196) glossary entry for an reads:  “praep., 

bezeichnet örtliche wie zeitliche Nähe u. Annäherung” ['preposition, denotes local or 

temporal proximity and convergence...'].  Cathey (2000:55) lists an as a preposition 

taking the dative or instrumental and meaning ‘in’ or ‘at’.  Examples of an meaning ‘in’ 

are relatively easy to come by: 

Figure 4.1 

C M 
 
60      … Erodes uuas 

Herod was 
61  an Hierusalem oƀer that Iudeono folc 

in Jerusalem     over that Jewish    people 
62  gicoran te kuninge … 

chosen  as king 
 

 
These lines are missing from M 

 
In Jerusalem, Herod was chosen to be king over the Jewish people (Murphy 1992:5). 
 
Herod was chosen / King of Jerusalem over the Jew-folk (Scott 1966:3). 
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Figure 4.2 
 

C M 
3143… Reht so hie thuo  that  uuord gisprak, 
 Just as he then that  word  spoke 
3144  so  liet thie luft an tue:   lioht uuolkan 

scan, 
 So split the  air   in two:  light clouds   

shone 
3145  glitendi     glimo,  endi thia guodan man 
 glistening gleams and   the   good  men 
3146  uulitigsconi         biuuarp. 
 brilliant beauty surrounded 

 
 

3143… Reht so he tho  that  uuord gesprak, 
 Just as he then that  word  spoke 
3144  so  tilet thiu luft an tue:   lioht uuolcan 

sken, 
 So split the  air   in two:  light clouds   

shone 
3145  glitandi     glimo,  endi thea godun man 
 glistening gleams and   the   good  men 
3146  uulitisconi         beuuarp. 
 brilliant beauty surrounded 

 

Just as he said that word, the air parted in two, a cloud of light shone with a glistening 
glow and wrapped the good men in brilliant beauty (Murphy 1992:103). 
 
Just as he spoke these words, / the air clove in twain: from the clouds light shone clear, / 
A glistening glow.  And the good men were wrapped in a radiance (Scott 1966:108). 

 

The immediate question this usage raises is the following:  if Old Saxon already has in or 

inna(n) ‘in,’ why is an used?  If we check how many times in and its variants occur, we 

find that in occurs three times, inna once, inne four times, innen ten times, and innan, 

which can also mean ‘into,’ occurs 54 times (Kessler 2002).  That being the case, an is 

definitely the preferred preposition to express ‘in.’  The low occurrence of these other 

forms raises the possibilities that they are either scribal errors or alternate spellings for 

the far more common an and innan respectively.  In fact, Behaghel’s glossary does not 

have a separate entry for in, though the word appears spelled as such in his version of the 

text as well (Behaghel 1903:211).  This possibility is further supported when looking at 

the three occurrences of in within the text.  Two of the three contain the phrase thar in: 
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Figure 4.3 

C M 
5897 … endi im    oƀar them graƀe gistuod, 

and  him  over   the    grave    stood 
5898  antat thar san after quam Simon Petrus, 

until  there soon after came Simon Peter 
5899  erl    ellanruof                endi im        thar  

in giuuet 
man famed for strength and  to him  there 
in went  

5900  an that  graf    gangan: … 
in   that grave go  

 

 
These lines are missing from M. 

 
…and stood over the grave until, right afterward, Simon Peter, the earl famous for his 
strength, arrived and went into the grave (Murphy 1992:195). 
 
…and both of them ran, rushing swiftly up to the grave, / Until soon after Simon Peter 
did come, / Earl famed for his strength; and went on / Going straight into the grave... 
(Scott 1966:202) 
 

Figure 4.4 
 

C M 
3335 … Lazarus uuas hie hetan, 

Lazarus was  he called 
3336  lag im dago gihuilikes at them duron 

foran, 
laid  himself  day    each          at the    
door   in front of  

3337  thar    hie thena odagan man  inna uuissa 
where he  the    old        man  in     knew  

3338  an is    gastselie     goma thiggian, 
at  his  guest hall  men   received 

3339  sittean at is sumble, endi hie sinnon  bed 
sitting at  his assembly and   he always 
waited 

3340  giarmod thar  ute: ni muosta thar inn 
cuman, 
poor        there outside   never able    there 
in   to come 
 

 

3335 … Lazarus uuas he heten, 
Lazarus was  he called 

3336  lag imu dago gehuilikes at them durun 
foren, 
laid  himself  day    each          at the    
door   in front of  

3337  thar    he thene odagan man  inne uuisse 
where he  the    old        man  in     knew  

3338  an is    gestseli     gome thiggean, 
at  his  guest hall  men   received 

3339  sittien at sumble,     endi he simlun  bêd 
sitting at  assembly and   he always waited 

3340  giarmod thar ute: ni moste thar in cuman, 
poor        there outside   never able    there 
in   to come 
 

Lazarus was his name.  Every day he lay there, outside the door, where he knew the rich 
man was inside with his guests enjoying a feast, seated in his hall at a banquet.  The poor 
man always waited outside, feeling miserable.  He was never allowed to come in 
(Murphy 1992:109). 
 
Lame of Limb was he and Lazarus hight; / And every day he did lie in front of the door, / 
Where he knew the rich man received food in the guesthall / And sat at his banquet; and 
outside bided / The poor man; nor was he ever permitted within… (Scott 1966:114). 
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 Accompanying these two instances of thar in are 49 instances of thar an, which is 

often used with the same meaning, denoting motion inward, though it can also be used 

simply to mean “at this place” or “there” (Kessler 2002).   The last example of in is used 

in describing the corruption of Judas in line 4622.  Here evil spirits are described as going 

into his mind.   Since the distribution and meaning of in and an overlap to such a great 

degree, and given the relative rarity of in, it is safe to assume that in is in fact the same 

preposition as an.  This still leaves the question of inna, inne, innen and innan.   

The word inna only shows up once in line 1408 in M where C instead has inne.  

Later in line 3337, the situation is reversed and C shows inna but M has inne (Sehrt 

1925:294).  The same holds true for innan and innen.  Here M favors innen, while C 

generally prefers innan.  As for inne, it follows thar three of the four times it appears in 

the poem in lines 2741, 2768 and 3878 and carries the same meaning as with thar in/an 

described earlier.  The one time it occurs by itself it is used redundantly with an to 

describe the "old man inside his guest hall" (cf Figure 3.4).  As for inna, which occurs 

only once (line 1408), it also follows thar and also carries the same meaning as the other 

thar an constructions.  So it would seem that all of these variations come down to 

alteration between <a> and <e> and syllable count, with the latter pointing to meter as a 

key motivating factor rather than any semantic difference.   

The case of innan or innen is more interesting and has a connection to a similar 

modern German construction.  There is some relation between an and innan, and they are 

often used together: 
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Figure 4.5 

C M 
101 … Thea liudi     stuodun 

The   people stood 
102  unbi that helaga hus, endi gieng im thie 

gierodo man 
around that  holy      house, and  went him 
the noble       man 

103  an thena uuih innan.  
into the      temple 

 

101 … Thea liudi stodun 
The   people stood 

102  umbi that helaga hus, endi geng im the 
giherodo man 
around that  holy      house, and  went him 
the noble       man 

103  an thana uuih innan.  
into the      temple 
 

 
The people stood around the holy house as the exalted man went inside (Murphy 1992:7). 
 
The folk stood around by the holy house, and the high-born man / Entered the temple 
(Scott 1966:4). 

 
It may simply be a technique to fill meter, but it occurs multiple times throughout the 

poem and parallels the New High German construction in…hinein ‘into.’  In fact, Stapel 

(1953:9) uses this same construction when translating the above sentence into German:  

Die Leute standen um das heilige Haus und der edle Mann ging in das Weihtum hinein. 

 While Cathey (2000) only lists ‘in, at’ for Old Saxon an, there are a few instances 

in the text for which neither of these glosses suffice.   
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Figure 4.6 

C M 
2124 …Thuo sprak eft uualdan Crist, 

There spoke first ruler Christ 
2125  thie gumo uuid is iungron, quat that hie an 

Iudeon huerigin 
the man with his disciples, said that he 
among the Jews anywhere 

2126  under Israheles auaron ni fundi 
among Israel’s descendants never found  

2127  gimacon thes mannes… 
the equal of this man  

2124 …Tho sprac eft uualdand Crist, 
There spoke first ruler Christ 

2125  the gumo uuid is iungoron, quad that hi an 
Iudeon huergin 
the man with his disciples, said that he 
among the Jews anywhere 

2126  undar Israheles aboron ne fundi 
among Israel’s descendants never found  

2127  gemacon thes mannes… 
the equal of this man 
 

 
Then Christ the ruler spoke, the Man spoke to His followers and said that he had not 
found anyone among the Jews, the descendants of Israel, like this man… (Murphy 
1992:71). 
 
Then spoke once more All-Wielding Christ, / The Finest of Men, to His Followers; quoth 
that never had He found / Anywhere ‘mongst the Jews, among the offspring of Israel, / 
The like of this man… (Scott 1966:72). 

 
Here an Iudeon is clearly means ‘among the Jews’ and not ‘in the Jews’ or ‘at the Jews’;  

however, this bigram appears once more in line 3625 and is translated differently by both 

Murphy and Scott: 

Figure 4.7 

C M 
3624 …gie bihui thiu maria burg, 

and why the famous city 
3625  Hiericho hetit thiu thar an Iudeon stet 

Jericho called which there among the Jews 
stood 

3626  gimacod mid muron: ... 
made with walls ...  

 

3624 …gie bihui thiu maria burg, 
and why the famous city 

3625  Hiericho hetit thiu thar an Iudeon stet 
Jericho called which there among the Jews 
stood 

3626  gimacod mid muron: ... 
made with walls 
 

[I can also tell you]...and why the great hill-fort in Judea built with walls is called Jericho 
(Murphy 1992:118). 
 
[I may eke tell you]...and why that well-known town / Is hight Jericho, the one which 
standeth there in Judea, / Made well with its walls (Scott 1966:124). 

 

 This rephrasing is perhaps due to the constraints of Modern English and the 

context of the passage, which talks about the city of Jericho being an Iudeon ‘among the 
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Jews’.  Stapel (1953:100) by contrast gives bei den Juden ‘by/among the Jews.’  Using 

English ‘among’ in this particular case would imply that the Jericho was surrounded by 

the Jewish people,10 when there were presumably many people within the walls of 

Jericho itself.  So the shift from ‘Jews’ to ‘Judea’ in the English translations seems to be 

purely pragmatic in this case, and the actual sense of Old Saxon an remains the same.  

This particular sense is relatively uncommon in the Hêliand, and other examples are hard 

to come by.  This leaves lingering questions as to the difference between the an Iudeon 

construction as in line 2125 and the use of undar ‘under, among’ in the very next line.  

Extending this study to the rest of the Old Saxon corpus might yield more insight into this 

particular construction.   

 Another sense of an not recorded in Cathey’s 2000 grammar is ‘on’ as illustrated 

by a particular scene during the Passion: 

                                                             
10 If this passage were realating to the siege of Jericho (Joshua 6:1-27), the translation 'among' or better 
'surrounded by the Jews' would have made more sense; however, this passage describes the healing of the 
blind at Jericho (Mark 10:46-52; Matthew 20:29-34; Luke 18:35-43). 
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Figure 4.8 

C M 
5326 … Folc Iuđeono 

The Jewish people 
5327  hreopun thuo alla samad hludero stemnu, 

shouted there all together with loud voices, 
5328  hietun flitlico ferahes ahtian 

cried zealously spirit kill 
5329  Crist mid qualmu endi an cruci slahan, 

Christ with murder and on the cross slay, 
5330  uuegian te uuundron:  

torture to wonder 
 

 
These lines are missing from M. 

 
The Jewish clan yelled out together in very loud voices and demanded ardently that 
Christ’s life-spirit be killed with pain, that he be thrown on the cross and tortured terribly. 
(Murphy 1992:175) 
 
But the multitude / Of Jews cried together, called with loud voices / And eagerly hight 
that He be robbed of His life – / Christ killed with torture and struck on the cross, 
Tormented to death (Scott 1966:182). 

 
Here ‘on’ or ‘upon’ best serve as translations for an.  Translating an as ‘at’ here would 

imply that there was another, more important cross that Christ was crucified near, and 

‘in’ fails in an equally nonsensical manner. 

 There are also some cases where an appears to overlap with bi in meaning, as is 

the case in the next passage, in which an proves especially productive for the Hêliand 

poet: 
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Figure 4.9 

C M 
975 … ‘Uuest thu that us so girisit’ quathie, 

‘allaro  rehto gihuilik 
 know you, what to us so proper,’ said he, 

‘all laws every 
976  ti gifullanne foruuerdes nu 
 to observe forward now 
977  an godes uuillon.’  Iohannes stuod, 
 according to God’s will.’ John stood, 
978  dopta allan dag druhtfolc mikil, 
 baptized all day retinue great 
979  uuerod an uuatere endi oc uualdan Crist, 
 men in water and also ruler Christ 
980  herren heƀancuning handon sinon 
 Noble heaven-king hands his 
981  an allero batho them beston endi im thar 

te bedu gihneg 
 in  all baths the best and him there to knelt 

praying 
982  an kneo craftig. 
 on knee strong. 

 

975 … ‘Vuest thu, that us so girisid’ quad he, 
‘allaro  rehto gihuuilig 

 know you, what to us so proper,’ said he, 
‘all laws every 

976  te gifulleanne forduuardes nu 
 to observe forward now 
977  an godes uuilleon'.  Iohannes stod, 
 according to God’s will.’ John stood, 
978  dopte allan dag druhtfolc mikil, 
 baptized all day retinue great 
979  uuerod an uuatere endi og uualdand Krist, 
 men in water and also ruler Christ 
980  heran hebencuning handun sinun 
 Noble heaven-king hands his 
981  an allaro bađo them bezton endi im thar te 

bedu gihneg 
 in  all baths the best and him there to knelt 

praying 
982  an cneo craftag. 
 on knee strong. 

 
 
“You know that it is proper for us,” he said, “to fulfill all laws whatsoever from this point 
forward, according to God’s will.”  John stood there every day, with his own hands 
immersing the great mass of people in the water, in the best of all baths, including the 
fuling Christ, lordly Heaven-King—and John bent his powerful knee in prayer (Murphy 
1992:35). 
 
“Knowest thou that it is fitting,” quoth He “that we now fulfill / Forthwith all that is right, 
as is truly His will?” / John stood and dipped much folk all the day, / Many world-men in 
water; and also All-Wielding Christ, / The High King of Heaven, with his hands he 
baptized / In the best of baths; and he bent his knee / To pray… (Scott 1966:32). 

 
Here within eight lines four instances of an with three different meanings can be found.  

The second, third, and last instances in lines 979 and 981 conform with the English gloss 

‘in,’ and the fourth in line 982 is left aside by Murphy, but could also be easily glossed as 

‘on,’ giving something like ‘John knelt on his knee in prayer.’  The first instance in line 

977 is interesting because it corresponds to the nearly identical usage of bi in Figure 3.1 

where the phrase is bi godes lêrun ‘according to God’s teachings.’  Here the sense is 

clearly the same, meaning Cathey’s (2000) gloss ‘in, at’ is unsatisfactory in this case.  
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This is also not an isolated case, as the phrase an godes uuilleon also occurs in lines 283, 

1015, 2459, 4781, and 5655; however, to put this in a broader perspective, that is less 

than half of one percent of the total occurrences of an in the Hêliand.  It is therefore more 

than a little difficult to suggest ‘according to’ as a worthwhile addition to Cathey’s gloss.   
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5. Conclusions and future research 

 By clarifying the various contexts in which each of these prepositions appear and 

the potential English translations for each case, it is hoped that this information might 

supplement Cathey's (2002) glossary.  At the same time it is important to remember that 

the glossary entries in Cathey (2002) are by no means intended to be as comprehensive as 

those in Sehrt (1925).  It would therefore be unreasonable to include five pages 

concerning bi; however, the suggested glosses in this paper would help supplement 

Cathey's (2002) glossary. 

 Old Saxon at has been shown to correspond to English 'at' a majority of the time.  

Its use with verbs of taking and receiving to mean 'from' has also been established with 

certainty.  Here we have a pattern that fits well with both English and German and has 

therefore been noted by German scholars like Sehrt (1925:26), who gives German von, 

which in this case corresponds perfectly with English 'from'.  It can also mean 'with', 

when used with the verb helpan 'to help'.  Unfortunately the instance cited in this paper 

appears to be the only instance of at with helpan and therefore the only instance of at 

meaning 'with'.  With the relatively low occurence of at in the Hêliand--only 60 times in 

nearly 6000 lines--it would be just as ill advised to call this a definite pattern as it would 

be to call it a onetime fluke.  Still there are some contexts in which giving any translation 

for at is problematic.  It often emphasizes Old Saxon thar giving a 'there...at' or 

'where...at' construction, which is unacceptable in Modern English. 

 The case for bi is the simplest of the three prepositions discussed in this paper.  A 

great deal of the time, glossing bi as 'by' provides a translation that is both true to the 
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original Old Saxon meaning and acceptable in English stylistically.  There are a few 

instances of bi being used adverbially that do not translate as neatly into English.  Often 

in these cases bi is used to mean 'by means of', when Christ's disciples are described as 

loyal bi uuordun endi bi uuîsun 'by means of words and ways'.  There is also one instance 

of bi meaning 'in' when used to describe time in the phrase bi Nôeas tidiun 'in Noah's 

times' and one instance in which bi is best translated as 'from' when used with the verb 

undaruuitan 'to understand'.  As with at meaning 'with' before, given the low occurrence 

of bi in the Hêliand--only 64 times--means it is impossible to say with certainty if these 

last two glosses are part of a larger pattern. 

 The preposition an presents its own set of difficulties due in no small part to its 

ubiquity.  It is beyond the scope of this paper to develop an exhaustive list of possible 

English glosses for Old Saxon an as examining each occurrence would take a prohibitive 

amount of time.  Still, a more than satisfactory list of glosses has been established at this 

point.  

 It should be reiterated that these definitions are intended to supplement Cathey's 

(2002) handbook, which will in turn provide a slightly gentler learning curve for those 

students studying Old Saxon for the first time.  While some might argue that defining 

prepositions across languages is such an inherently complex task that it is better left 

undone, the goal of a handbook like Cathey's is not the same as that of Sehrt's (1925) 

work.  Where Sehrt spends some eighteen pages cataloguing every possible usage of Old 

Saxon an, Cathey's (2002) glossary covers not just an, but every word beginning with 

<a> in just a little over four pages.  Sehrt's glossary provides so much information as to 
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be overwhelming to students trying to read Old Saxon, more specifically, the Hêliand for 

the first time.  Cathey's (2002) simple glosses do not always cover every possible sense 

of every word, but they do provide a means for readers to translate most of the text 

without bogging them down with the sheer volume of information found in most of 

Sehrt's entries.  This study has provided some possible new glosses for three entries in 

Cathey's (2002) glossary that have until now been less informative than the rest; 

however, there are still questions that study of the Hêliand is not enough to answer. 

 This paper has focused entirely on these three prepositions as they occur in the 

Hêliand.  In order to achieve a more complete understanding of each of these 

prepositions, they would need to be examined as they occur in the rest of the Old Saxon 

corpus as well.  This would hopefully provide further evidence of some of rarer senses, 

particularly with at and bi.  From there the study can be expanded not only to other Old 

Saxon texts, but also the rest of the Old Saxon prepositions.  With this, Cathey's (2002) 

glossary could be further supplemented with any new data derived from such a study. 
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